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Application Note
Buck-based LED Drivers
Using the HV9910B
Fundamental Buck Converter topology is an excellent
choice for LED drivers in off-line (as well as low-voltage)
applications as it can produce a constant LED current at very
high efﬁciencies and low cost. A peak-current-controlled buck
converter can give reasonable LED current variation over a
wide range of input and LED voltages and needs little effort
in feedback control design. Coupled with the fact that these
converters can be easily designed to operate at above 90%
efﬁciency, the buck-based driver becomes an unbeatable
solution to drive High Brightness LEDs.
The Supertex HV9910B provides a low-cost, low component
count solution to implement the continuous mode buck
converter. HV9910B has two current sense threshold voltages
– an internally set 250mV and an external voltage at the
LD pin. The actual threshold voltage will be the lower of the
internal 250mV and the voltage at the LD pin. The low sense
voltage allows the use of low current sense resistor values.
HV9910B operates down to 8V input, which is required for

automobile applications, and can take a maximum of 450V
input, which makes it ideal for off-line applications. It also
has an internal regulator that supplies power to the IC from
the input voltage, eliminating the need for an external low
voltage power supply. It is capable of driving the external
FET directly, without the need for additional driver circuitry.
Linear or PWM dimming can also be easily implemented
using the HV9910B.
This Application Note discusses the design of a buck-based
LED driver using the HV9910B with the help of an off-line
application example. The same procedure can be used to
design LED drivers with any other lower voltage AC or DC
input; 12V for example.
The information in this Application Note also applies to the
Supertex HV9910.
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AC Input Voltage Range

Expected LED string voltage

VNOM,AC = 120V rms

VO,MIN = 20V

VMIN,AC = 90V rms
VMAX,AC = 135V rms
freq = 60Hz

VO,MAX = 40V

Stabilized LED current

Expected Efﬁciency

IO,MAX 350mA

η = 0.9
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Step 1: Switching Frequency and resistor (R1)

The hold-up and input ﬁlter capacitor required at the the diode bridge output have to be calculated at the minimum AC
input voltage. The minimum capacitor value can be calculated as:
VO,MAX x IO,MAX
C1 ≥
(5)
2 x V2MIN,AC - V2MIN,DC x η x freq

The switching frequency determines the size of the inductor L1 and size or type of input ﬁlter capacitor C1. A larger
switching frequency will result in a smaller inductor, but will
increase the switching losses in the circuit. For off-Line applications, typical switching frequencies should be in range
20KHz-150KHz. The higher the input voltage range (for example in Europe 230VAC), the lower the frequency should
be to avoid extensive capacitive losses in the converter. For
North America AC line a frequency of fS = 100kHz is a good
compromise. From the datasheet, the oscillator resistor
needed to achieve this is 228kΩ.

In this example, C1 ≥ 26.45µF.
Note: Equation (5) yields a conservative estimate to
for the least amount of capacitance required. It means
that the capacitor ﬁlter will normally care large ripple
content. Some electrolytic capacitors may not be able
to withstand such ripple current and minimum value of
C1 capacitor may not be met, forcing the design to use
larger value capacitor. In the case where the allowable
ripple at the input of the buck converter is large, the
capacitor C1 can be reduced signiﬁcantly. See the Appendix for a more accurate calculation of the required
capacitor value.

Step 2: Choose the Input Diode Bridge (D1)
and the thermistor (NTC1)

The voltage rating of the diode bridge will depend on the
maximum value of the input voltage. The current rating will
depend on the maximum average current drawn by the converter.
VBRIDGE = 1.5 • (√2 • VMAX,AC)
VO,MAX • IO,MAX
IBRIDGE =
VMIN, DC • η

(1)

The voltage rating of the capacitor should be more than the
peak input voltage with 10-12% safety margin.

(2)

VMAX,CAP ≥ √2 • VMAX,AC → VMAX,CAP ≥ 191V

The 1.5 factor in equation (1) a 50% safety margin is more
than enough. For this design, choose a 400V, 1.0A diode
bridge.

Choose a 250V, 33µF electrolytic capacitor.
Such electrolytic capacitors have a sizable ESR component.
The large ESR of these capacitors makes it inappropriate
to absorb the high frequency ripple current generated by
the buck converter. Thus, adding a small MLCC capacitor
in parallel with the electrolytic capacitor is a good option to
absorb the high frequency ripple current. The required high
frequency capacitance can be computed as:
IO,MAX • 25
C2 =
(7)
(fS • 0.05 • VMIN,DC)

Placing a thermistor (or resistor) in series with input bridge
rectiﬁer will effectively limit the inrush charging current to input
bulk capacitor C1 during the initial start-up of the converter.
Except this useful action during very short time interval, such
a series element creates a unnecessary power loss dissipation during normal operation of the converter, and must be
minimized. A good rule of thumb is that the thermistor should
limit the inrush current to not more than ﬁve times the steady
state current as given by equation (2), assuming maximum
voltage is applied. The required cold resistance is:
VBRIDGE
RCOLD =
(3)
5 • IBRIDGE

In this design example, the high frequency capacitance required is about 250V, 22µF.

Step 4: Choose the Inductor (L1)

The inductor value depends on the ripple current in the
LEDs. Assume a +/- 15% ripple (a total of 30%) in the LED
current, an aggressive assumption would go up to +/-30% to
reduce the size of the inductor more than twice at the price
of reduced efﬁciency and, possibly, reduced LED lifetime.
Then, the inductor L1 can be computed at the rectiﬁed value
of the nominal input voltage as:

This gives us a 200Ω resistance at 25°C. Choose a thermistor with a resistance around 200Ω and rms current greater
than 0.2A for that application.

Step 3: Choose the Input Capacitors (C1/C2)

The ﬁrst design criterion to meet is that the maximum LED
string voltage is should be less than half the minimum input
voltage to avoid having to implement a special loop compensation technique. For this example, the minimum rectiﬁed
voltage should be:
VMIN,DC = 2 • VO,MAX = 80V

(6)


VO,MAX

VO,MAX x 1
√2 x VAC,NOM

L1 =
0.3 x IO,MAX x fS

(4)

2






(8)
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Step 6: Choose the Sense Resistor (R2)

In this example, L1 = 2.9mH.

The sense resistor value is given by:

The peak current rating of the inductor will be:
IP = 0.35 • 1.15 = 0.4A

R2 =

(9)

The rms current through the inductor will be the same as
the average current for the chosen 30% ripple.Right inductor
for this application is an off-the-shelf 2.7mH, 0.54A (peak),
0.33A (rms) inductor.

For this design, R2 = 0.55Ω. Also calculate the resistor power dissipation:

The peak voltage seen by the FET is equal to the maximum
input voltage. Using a 50% safety rating,

PR2 = (IO,MAX)2 • R2 = 0.067W

Note:
Capacitor C3 is a bypass capacitor. A typical value of 1.0 to
2.2µF, 16V is recommended.

Design for DC/DC Applications

(11)

The same procedure can be used for DC/DC applications
(like the HV9910DB3). The only modiﬁcations are that the
input diode bridge and input hold-up capacitor are not required. A small input capacitance to absorb high frequency
ripple current is all that is required. This capacitance can be
computed using equation (7).

Typically a FET with about 3 times the current is chosen to
minimize the resistive losses in the switch.
For this application chose a 300V, <1A MOSFET, such as a
BSP130 from Phillips. Actual MOSFET type should be determined by the transistor permitted power dissipation on
printed board. For example, a BSP130 SOT-223 package
limits the dissipation to less than a Watt at 50+ Celsius, even
if the MOSFET peak current capability is 1.5A. A good rule
of thumb is to limit overall MOSFET power dissipation to
not more than 3-5% of total output power, by making a right
transistor choice. In choosing MOSFET transistors for such
LED drivers, going bigger does not mean getting better, just
the opposite. Using TO-220 transistor 500/4A/2W instead
of SOT-223 transistor 300V/0.5A/6W does more harm than
good, reducing overall efﬁciency by several percent.

Appendix

The more accurate equations for computing the required capacitance values are:
t1 =

1
2 x π x freq

sin-1


VMIN,DC

 √2 x V
MIN,AC



2 x VO,MAX x IO,MAX x  t1 +

The peak voltage rating of the diode is the same as the FET.
Hence,
VDIODE = VFET = 286V
(12)

C1 ≥








1
4 x freq

 2 x V2MIN,AC - V2MIN,DC  x η



(16)





(17)

For the example in this application note, the actual minimum
capacitance required from the above equations is 19µF (as
compared to 26µF from equation (5)).

The average current through the diode is:
IDIODE = 0.5 • IO,MAX = 0.175A

(15)

A 0.1W resistor is good for this application.

(10)

The maximum rms current through the FET depends on the
maximum duty cycle, which is 50% by design. Hence, the
current rating of the FET is:
IFET ≈ IO,MAX • √0.5 = 0.247A

(14)

1.15 • IO,MAX

if the internal voltage threshold is being used. Otherwise,
substitute the voltage at the LD pin instead of the 0.25V in
equation (14).

Step 5: Choose the FET (Q1) and Diode (D2)

VFET = 1.5 • (√2 • 135) = 286V

0.25

(13)

Choose a 300V, 1A ultra-fast diode.
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